Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia
Penny Black Products Used: 51-334 Butterfly Border, 51-325
Leaf Edger, 51-315 Cattail Clique, 51-333 Awesome, 40-507
Awaken
Additional Products: White and green cardstock, Kaisercraft paper pad
(Kaleidoscope), Doodlebug paper pad (Hello Sunshine), Copic xpress paper,
Copic markers, ZVA creative swirl crystal, sequins, Spellbinder nesting dies,
WRMK corner rounder, white gel pen, 3D foam tape, white glue, Nuvo
(Dandelion Yellow and Gloss White), white lace, Memento inkpad (Black)

Instructions:
Stamp flower image (Awaken) on Copic xpress paper and color with Copic markers:
Flower petals: RV17, RV06, RV04, RV02, RV00
Stem: G03, YG07, YG23,YG03
Randomly add white dots with white gel pen onto image and fussy cut the image.
Create a top-fold card base of 4.75” x 6.00” using white cardstock and round the top corners. Layer a yellow pattern paper (Kaisercraft)
of 4.6” x 5.85” (with top corners rounded) followed by a strip of pink pattern paper (Doodlebug) of 1.5” x4.75” along the bottom of the
card.
Cut an oval scallop (largest nesting dies) with black pattern paper (Kaisercraft) and an oval shape (nesting dies) with green pattern paper
(Kaisercraft). Adhere the green pattern paper onto the black pattern paper and add this piece onto the card, slightly to the right.
Cut a cattail border (Cattail Clique dies) with white cardstock and adhere over the pink pattern paper. Adhere the image over green oval
pattern paper using 3d foam tape.
Cut 2 leaf borders (Leaf Edger dies) with green color cardstock adhere them over the cattail border. Glue 5 white flower sequins
randomly over the green leaves and add a small white lace onto the bottom part of the leaf border.
Cut a “Wonderful” sentiment (Awesome dies) and 2 butterflies (Butterfly Border dies) with black pattern paper. Adhere sentiment onto
bottom right of card, one butterfly on the left of the sentiment and the other butterfly over the right part of the leaves.
Add embellishments (sequins and ZVA swirl crystal) around the flowers as seen on the card.
Finish with Nuvo (Gloss White) on the butterflies and Nuvo (Dandelion Yellow) on the flower sequins as well as beside the flower image.

